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Abstract—Engineering design processes are complex systems resulting from complex tasks. While the definition and management of engineering design processes are important tasks, as evidenced by empirical studies, a number of unsolved research questions persist in literature. Within this paper, current research issues identified in a literature review are compared with results from empirical studies in order to triangulate the most pressing research issues. Currently, two interview studies have been conducted with small-to-medium sized enterprises and startups of varying sizes: a case study concerning process development within an engineering department of a global enterprise, and an observation of a workshop to define a new product development process in another global enterprise. As a result, two issues have been concretized: A lack of methodology concerning the development of company-specific standard engineering design processes and a lack of flexibility and adaptability of these standard processes in practice due to different project contexts. Consequently, a first draft for a methodology to support the development of flexible and adaptable engineering design processes has been developed. The methodology combines traditional process-development activities with a bottom-up analysis of project contexts and influencing factors. The methodology currently represents a work in progress and its constituent steps will guide further research activities.

I. INTRODUCTION

Developing complex, innovative systems in a modern world driven by globalization puts enormous pressure on companies. Never have customers been able to choose from a larger variety of suppliers and, hence, been in a position to demand lower prices, higher quality and more customized products. This in turn pressures companies into decreasing time to market and development costs [15]. Furthermore, in order to keep up with customer demand, modern and innovative products become increasingly complex, spanning multiple disciplines, such as mechatronic products. This trend is continuing, e.g. when observing recent developments such as product-service systems and increased digitization. The endeavor of developing such complex systems results in processes and organizational structures whose complexity often rivals or even overtakes that of the developed system itself [9].

There is a strong case in the literature for the benefits of formal and structured engineering design processes (a.k.a. product development processes). In general, models of engineering design processes support a number of functions within organizations. Among them are the communication between designers, the training of new members of the organization and organizational knowledge management for which they can form the basic structure. However, at the same time, they are also seen as being among the most difficult class of processes to understand and model [36]. Empirical evidence has been published in support of the hypothesis that formal and structured yet also adaptable processes aid in successful engineering design projects in order to finish on time and within cost restraints as well as to fulfill customer satisfaction (cf. [43], [23], [34]).

Within the scope of this paper, primarily knowledge-intensive processes from the domain of engineering design processes (EDP, a.k.a. product development processes or PDP) and approaches to manage and design such processes are considered. These processes differ vastly from regular business processes in their characteristics [45]: Regular business processes are fixed, rigid, and need to be reproducible and 100% checkable. They need to have predictable results and are fully described. Because of the complete description, the possibility of disruptions is low and there is no need for capabilities to react dynamically. On the contrary, engineering design processes are dynamic, creative and chaotic, with iterations and jumps and thus not fully predictable. Their description is not always precise and their constituents, such as concepts, ideas and designs, do not always manifest. Hence, they have a high possibility of disruptions and a need for dynamic reaction capabilities. Besides this characterization, different levels of process models will be distinguished in this paper, as described in section II-A.

II. METHODOLOGY, STRUCTURE & CONTRIBUTION

In this paper, we applied the methodology of triangulation with the objective to create a richer picture and concretize current and relevant research issues associated with the domain of defining, modeling and managing EDPs [12]. In order to achieve this objective, first, an initial literature review has been performed in order to identify the most pressing research issues within this domain. Second, a number of empirical studies has been conducted: Two interview studies, one single-case study and an observation of a process-definition workshop. Afterwards, the collected qualitative data have been analyzed in order to identify current and relevant issues and problems associated with modeling and managing EDPs in practice. By comparing literature and empirical evidence, we then selected the, in our opinion, most relevant research issues and developed a first draft of a methodology in order to address these issues. Hence, in terms of the design research methodology, the first two steps (literature & empirical studies) represent part of the descriptive study I, while the development of the approach represents an initial prescriptive study open to being further detailed in the future [8].
Within the presented context, the scientific contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows:

- First, a number of current issues concerning EDP modeling and management are presented and subsequently triangulated with the current state and issues found as a result of empirical studies: One interview study (5 participants) with small-to-medium sized enterprises (SMEs) in Germany regarding the development and application of their EDPs, another interview study concerning the process orientation of start-ups in Germany (14 participants), a case study concerning the development of an EDP within a plant engineering company, and an observation of a workshop tasked with developing a new product development process.

- Second, an initial methodology is proposed that follows the objective of addressing selected issues. Specifically, this concerns the development of company-specific flexible, tailorable standard processes. For this, the methodology combines a top-down approach to map and define EDPs with a bottom-up approach based on the analysis of influencing factors from the organizational as well as individual project context. The proposed methodology, however, must currently be categorized as a work in progress. The methodology is intended to lay the foundation to conduct further research and detail the individual steps of the methodology. Also, the methodology will be continuously scrutinized while conducting the research activities outlined in section IV-C. In order to apply and further develop the methodology and its constituent elements, use cases with a number of companies are currently in preparation.

The structure of the remaining paper is as follows: In section III, an overview over the background and theoretical foundation concerning EDPs and process/project management is presented, followed by a selection of research issues currently discussed in section IV. In section V, the structure and results of the empirical studies conducted are presented and issues for further research are subsequently identified. Afterwards, in section VI, the first draft of an approach is presented: A methodology to support the development of flexible, tailorable EDPs. Section VII concludes this paper with a summary, a brief discussion of the methodology and an outlook on further research activities.

III. BACKGROUND AND FUNDAMENTALS

A. Engineering Design Processes: Definition and Classification

EDPs have already been described in the introduction (cf. section I) as being knowledge-intensive processes with certain characteristics distinguishing them from regular business processes. Many approaches from the field of business process management pertain validity for the management of EDPs, however, they are complicated by the differing characteristics of EDPs that need to be considered, such as the complex nature of the product developed, the process and the difficulty to capture these highly interdependent aspects in models. A process can be defined as a set of activities targeted at solving one or a set of similar tasks. The set of activities or constituent sub-processes can be dynamically adapted to a specific task. Hence, processes are virtual objects describing how a task can be solved [45].

Within the scope of this paper, certain levels of processes are further differentiated, from general design methodologies, via company-specific standard processes and project processes to actual processes (cf. Figure 2).

General design methodologies are e.g. the “three cycles” [19], VDI 2221 [35], the “Munich procedural model” [32], the generic stage-gate process [14], or agile frameworks, such as SCRUM [39]. On the one hand, general design methodologies have been developed for individual disciplines (such as mechanics, electronics and software), but also in the form of interdisciplinary design methodologies, e.g. for the development of mechatronic products, such as VDI 2206 [18], or Systems Engineering [24]. Design methodologies generally possess a very high level of abstraction and need to be adapted to a specific company’s needs and boundary conditions [21]. There are numerous design methodologies; for a further overview and comparison cf. e.g. [16] or [40].

The next level of processes are company-specific standard processes that represent the high-level path engineering design should follow within an individual company [36].
They include a number of different elements, such as specific phases and milestones, organizational departments and important documents that need to be created during the engineering design process. These elements are interlinked, creating networks of tasks, tools, documents, IT systems and agents. Individual processes, such as the EDP, are embedded within a company’s process architecture, along with a number of other processes (e.g. procurement, marketing, sales) [6]. The language necessary in order to model EDPs, i.e. describing the aforementioned interlinked networks, is defined in corresponding meta-models, containing elements, relationships, and attributes for both (cf. [11], [28]).

Following the standard, processes are specifically tailored project processes (“set of activities that actually happen”, [36]). According to [45], “a project is a process with an actual and real task to address”. A project, hence, instantiates a standard process by defining its starting conditions, such as the schedule, budget, resources, and requirements. Hence, tailoring standard processes to project processes is a recurring activity in project management. In reality, process-relevant information resides in various separate structures, databases for lessons learned, risk management plans and role descriptions. These models and repositories regularly become unsynchronized over the course of a project due to them being developed and maintained by the different stakeholders of a project, requiring an effort to synchronize them [10]. An extensive number of modeling approaches exists, fulfilling different purposes. For an overview, refer to [9], [10] or [3].

The actual process of a project, or rather its progress, needs to be continuously monitored and compared to the project plan, and corrective actions need to be taken, if necessary (cf. Section III-B).

B. Process Management and Project Management

Within the context of this paper and in respect to the aforementioned classification of processes, we further differentiate process management from project management, with a clear interface defined between both.

In business process management, process management includes many aspects; among others are scheduling, communication, and resource management [6]. Reference [41] classifies process management activities into the group’s modeling & documentation, analysis & simulation, monitoring & automatization, export of knowledge, and managing & archiving models. As shown in section I, business processes are executed quite often, which is supported by workflow management systems [41]. On the contrary, engineering design is typically conducted in the form of projects: Unique and often infrequent endeavors in which something novel or innovative is done once and not repetitively such as in business processes. “Project management is the application of knowledge, skills, tools and techniques to project activities to meet the project requirements” [1]. Within this context, project management activities extend to five groups: Initiating, planning, executing, monitoring/controlling and closing projects. The unique focus of project management is formed by the specific project’s goals, resources and schedules [1]. Hence, we define process management as being concerned with the development and maintenance of standard processes and operating procedures of a company, and project management being concerned with managing specific instantiations of these company processes. The interface between process and project management, hence, consists of the handover and instantiation of the process, on the one hand, and the feedback of lessons learned and project experiences into the standard process on the other hand. While a process focuses more on the individual activities and their relationships within the context of a process architecture, a project is enriched with further context and organizational aspects [38]. In order to manage complex engineering design projects, the different views on a project’s process (or rather, process networks) mentioned in section III-A are necessary, such as Gantt charts or work breakdown structures [9].

In order to effectively plan and model design processes, former project experience is necessary. Data gathering about such complex and often very infrequent projects becomes an issue, and generally a lot of uncertainty from different sources impacts the design process [17]. Design processes are further influenced by constraints, such as from the product itself [42]. This results in a lot of ambiguity when modeling EDPs, based on a lack of knowledge relating to the conclusion of process elements, which can only be reduced over time by observing a number of actual design processes [36].

C. Process tailoring

One of the constituent elements of the interface between process management and project management mentioned in section III-B is the activity of process tailoring. Process tailoring is generally defined as the activity of “adjusting the definition and/or particularizing the terms of a general description to an alternate environment” [22]. In the
literature, this can mean two things: Tailoring design methodologies to organizational contexts (cf. [21], in Figure 2 and within the context of this paper called *adaptation*) and tailoring company-specific standard processes for specific project contexts. The latter of these defines the use of the word tailoring in the context of this paper. Recent research on process tailoring has been done predominantly in the domain of software engineering (cf. e.g. [29]). In order to tailor standard processes to projects, certain criteria need to be considered, such as team size, available knowledge and the product in question [27].

IV. ISSUES REGARDING EDP MODELING & MANAGEMENT IN LITERATURE

EDPs are a heavily discussed subject in literature. When investigating this area of literature, it becomes evident that there are a number of unresolved issues regarding the definition, modeling and management of EDPs. The listing in this paper is not meant to be a complete enumeration; instead it intends to provide an overview of current and pressing issues. Among the issues mentioned in literature are:

- A lack of guidelines and implementation support for company-specific process models. This has been deduced through conducting an analysis and comparison of existing high-level design methodologies by [16]. It implies that there is a lack of support for adaptation in order to tailor high-level design methodologies to specific companies. This implication is further corroborated by [44], which mentions a “need for an improved PDP design method”, which is “real and immediate”. The issue is that EDPs are often “based on history, mimicry, ideology, or vague comparison of process shapes and diagrams”.

- Process architectures and, especially, the interfaces between individual processes are not sufficiently considered in current approaches [31]. While business process architectures are generally considered a topic within the domain of business process management, such processes do also have interfaces and connections with EDPs, e.g. procurement, sales, or marketing. Some partial aspects of EDPs may also be standardized, such as testing, which further contributes to the complexity in managing them. The consideration of process architecture frameworks has also found recent uptake in the domain of EDP (cf. [9]).

- Based on a comparison of existing process planning methodologies, [5] identified a lack of methods supporting the definition (“synthesis”) of new processes.

- The tailoring of a company-specific standard process to project-specific requirements is, while unquestionably important, not well supported. Instead of having a clear understanding and support for repeatable and traceable tailoring activities, tailoring is often done by project managers on an ad-hoc basis instead [29]. Additionally, the required degree of formality of the process tailoring activity is an issue discussed in literature. A “complete and general framework for process tailoring” is currently lacking, since existing approaches have been developed for very specific environments and the needs and constraints of SMEs have not been adequately considered [37].

- In literature, only few approaches for structured process improvement exist, in contrary to the number of process modeling approaches available. Moreover, the approaches are complicated and often only address business processes of sequential nature [46].

- Among the top ten issues and challenges identified in a study conducted by [25] concerning process modeling are the process modeling methodology and its ease of use, support for collaborative modeling efforts, the correct level of detail of process models, the value of process modeling for companies, and the governance of process modeling efforts.

- Concerning the modeling and management of EDPs specifically, [20] identified a number of pressing research issues in modeling and managing EDPs. The issues have been identified in workshops conducted within an active international research community1. Among others, within the top 10 research topics range: the capturing of a design processes rationale, organizing knowledge about the process, product and relevant relationships, as well as the coupling of discipline-specific design processes.

V. EMPIRICAL STUDIES

Within this section the qualitative empirical studies concerning issues in process modeling and management in German SMEs are presented. First, an overview is given over the structure and content of the studies. Subsection B contains the results from the studies, after which implications for further research are drawn in subsection C. Due to space constraints, the full questionnaires are not included.

However, all studies were guided by three basic questions:

- What is the status concerning the process orientation (formalization and management) within the individual companies’ engineering departments?

- How do companies develop their EDPs? Are specific methodologies applied in practice?

- How do companies manage their processes in practice, i.e. what methods and tools do they apply?

A. Overview over conducted studies

In order to compare the issues mentioned in the literature (cf. section I B) to managerial practice, we have conducted qualitative empirical studies. In total, we draw conclusions from four different studies (There has been no overlap between the individual studies in terms of the companies questioned or observed. Per the companies’ requests, all data has been anonymized):

---

1 Special Interest Group Modeling and Managing of Engineering Processes - https://www.designsociety.org/mmep-sig
The first interview study (study 1) was conducted within the scope of an ongoing research project among a group of well-established SMEs, all with a background in mechatronic product development (see Table 1). The intent was to compare the process orientation of all participants in order to derive the potential for improvement for the development process of mechatronic products. The initial interviews were of a semi-structured nature in order to allow for a better adaptation of the content to the individual companies’ circumstances. Follow-up interviews have been conducted via telephone.

A second interview study (study 2) was conducted within German start-up companies using a structured interview guideline. The interview study is ongoing at the time of writing; so far 14 companies have been interviewed in total (Table 2). The intention of the study was to investigate whether start-ups apply formal processes at all, and determine what design methodology they use. In the case a start-up does indeed apply a formal process, the development background and rationale of the process was further investigated.

---

**TABLE 1 – COMPANY DESCRIPTION FOR SME STUDY (STUDY 1)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>1-A</th>
<th>1-B</th>
<th>1-C</th>
<th>1-D</th>
<th>1-E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>Plant Engineering</td>
<td>Appliances</td>
<td>Tier I mechatronic system supplier</td>
<td>Appliances</td>
<td>Appliances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size (Development)</td>
<td>~120</td>
<td>~3100</td>
<td>~70</td>
<td>~ 10</td>
<td>~ 60 (Electronics &amp; Drives)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Process formalization</td>
<td>Low (Single high-level process)</td>
<td>High (multiple processes for engineering design)</td>
<td>High (single process for engineering design)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Low (Single high-level process)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form of process formalization</td>
<td>Office documents (Visio Graphs)</td>
<td>Office documents (presentations), specialized software</td>
<td>Graphics + textual description (Office documents)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Office documents (presentations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process models used</td>
<td>Flowchart (semi-formal, BPMN-like)</td>
<td>Flowcharts (Informal)</td>
<td>Flowcharts (semi-formal, BPMN-like)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software support for process management</td>
<td>No (standard office software)</td>
<td>Yes (specialized software)</td>
<td>No (standard office software)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discipline-Specific Processes</td>
<td>Yes (Non-documented)</td>
<td>Yes (partly documented and formalized)</td>
<td>No (single EDP-Model)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (non-formalized)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methodology for Process Development</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Methodology</td>
<td>Stage-Gate</td>
<td>Stage-Gate</td>
<td>Stage-Gate &amp; V-Model</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Stage-Gate &amp; V-Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application of the process in daily practice</td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>High (experience-based process tailoring)</td>
<td>High (experience-based process tailoring)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Medium (mainly Gates and prototypes)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2 – COMPANY DESCRIPTION FOR START-UP STUDY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>2-A</th>
<th>2-B</th>
<th>2-C</th>
<th>2-D</th>
<th>2-E</th>
<th>2-F</th>
<th>2-G</th>
<th>2-H</th>
<th>2-I</th>
<th>2-J</th>
<th>2-K</th>
<th>2-L</th>
<th>2-M</th>
<th>2-N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>Home Appliances</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>Vehicle Tracking</td>
<td>Engineering design office (Wind Energy)</td>
<td>Rescue Equipment</td>
<td>Crime scene evidence processing</td>
<td>Machinery control technology</td>
<td>Engineering design, office technology</td>
<td>Convertible building elements</td>
<td>Fiber-optical sensors</td>
<td>Fitness sensors</td>
<td>Fitness sensors</td>
<td>Wind Energy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disciplines</td>
<td>M/EE/SW</td>
<td>SW</td>
<td>EE/SW/Service</td>
<td>M/EE/SW</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M/EE/SW</td>
<td>M/EE/SW</td>
<td>M/Civil. Eng.</td>
<td>M/EE/SW</td>
<td>M/EE/SW</td>
<td>M/EE/SW</td>
<td>M/EE/SW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size (dev.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process formalization</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>SCRUM</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>SPALTEN</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>ISO 9001</td>
<td>SCRUM</td>
<td>SCRUM</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>ISO 9001</td>
<td>SCRUM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Generation of formal documents, e.g. requirements list, project documentation; 2 SPALTEN Procedural model, cf. [2]
Besides these two interview studies, a single-case study was conducted in a large-scale plant engineering company in order to gain a better understanding of the realization and potential pitfalls of process design in a specific case. Within this case study, a small division of the company (development of chemical storage tanks) was tasked with developing an engineering process that had to be integrated within the overall engineering design process. The case study was chosen because of the clearly defined scope of the process and the initial boundary conditions of the process definition project. The company is ISO9001 certified and uses an integrated management system, which includes a central repository for the company’s process architecture, and the engineers were tasked with developing the process themselves. From a methodological perspective, the study is of a single-case design and considers the EDP definition and modeling project as its (single-)unit of analysis. It was chosen because, based on the experiences made before and the observed context, it is a very common case. Since the researcher could influence the methods and methodologies applied to develop the engineering process in the further course of the case study (to a limited degree), it is similar to action research.

Lastly, we observed a workshop within a SME (OEM, mobility industry) specifically tasked with the design of an EDP for the development of new products. The workshop was conducted with 25 people attending over 2 days and was not influenced by the researchers. As basis for the discussion, a former version of the process developed by a consulting agency was used. This process was developed about 5 years prior, but never used in practice.

The results of the empirical studies are presented in the next section. They mostly represent problems and challenges concerning the development, modeling and management of EDPs we encountered in practice.

B. Results of the empirical studies

The presentation of the results follows the same structure as the overview of the empirical studies in section I.-A.

Study 1

To summarize, all of the investigated companies in study 1 were active in defining and establishing formal EDPs, with varying degrees of progress and success. Consequently, the formalization of their EDPs (or rather, their descriptions/models of them) also differed. Further, the companies described various issues concerning their EDPs and their formalization efforts:

Company 1-A has undertaken prior activities in order to model and implement a formal EDP that failed. The documentation of this process is still available within the company, but is not applied in daily practice. This led to the existence of different "mental models" of the current process within the company, and, hence, a different understanding of the activities involved in the process. The company has since made new efforts to model the current EDP. In this case, we had the chance to interview the engineer responsible for mapping and modeling the current EDP. No formal project existed to conduct these activities. The engineer in question had limited former experience with EDP modeling. For the modeling, a business-process modeling tool was used, which uses a language similar to the business process modeling notation (BPMN). He specifically called the development of the process model “complex”, especially in regard to modeling the necessary flexibility and level of detail, the iterations necessary within the process and the linkage to other processes. During the time since the first interviews (approx. 6 months), no further effort was made to implement the process. On the contrary, new developments within the company’s organizational structure further delayed the endeavor and posed new challenges, due to partial restructuring. It stands to reason that the low repetition in projects and the long product lifecycle in the company’s industrial sector is a contributing factor to low process orientation.

Company 1-B faces challenges from development activities spread out over a large number of sites and product divisions. A uniform EDP for all sites has existed since the early 2000’s. A large amount of development activities accounts for the adaptation of existing designs and development of product variants. As the only company interviewed in the study, a formal design process for electronics development has been defined and synchronized with the overall EDP. Project-specific tailoring of the standard process is recognized as an important activity and done by the individual project leaders. Their decisions concerning process tailoring (e.g. omission of certain methods and documents) are documented. However, upfront support for the tailoring-activity is limited.

The head of R&D of company 1-C mentioned that their highly formalized EDP ("one fits all") creates a problem, since it does not allow a sometimes necessary, earlier (i.e. flexible) integration of software development than currently defined in the EDP. Also, milestone releases become more difficult as soon as software is involved. Furthermore, the process itself is based on two different design methodologies, which seem to have been integrated: The V-Model and a generic Stage-Gate Process (cf. [13]). This complicates the textual documentation of the process since both paradigms are described. Further, the company struggles to include a more systemic perspective (i.e. interdisciplinary system modeling during concept development) of their products into the design process because of resource restrictions. Hence, it is faced with the issue of a more efficient use of the existing resources within the process in order to address this problem. The company is, furthermore, currently experimenting with the SCRUM methodology for software application development.

---

2 While many variants of the V-Model exist, the company documentation specifically references the V-Model 97 (cf. [26])
Company 1-D currently has no form of formalized EDP. However, the company is currently growing fast and has recognized the need for a formalized and documented EDP. The company has a strong background in electronics development and, consequently, needs to integrate external engineering offices when developing mechatronic systems. Development projects are triggered internally as well as externally. Thus, it is heavily affected by external influences due to a variety of different possible stakeholders that follow their own processes (creating process interfaces) and with whom, consequently, communication is often problematic. Additionally, the internal organizational structure is also complex, with the company being part of a larger conglomerate.

Company 1-E has only a superficially formalized process but has firmly established milestones and product maturity levels (e.g. “functional prototype”) with which it tracks progress. The individual disciplines have different degrees of process formalization themselves, with software describing activities in great detail and mechanical development working more from experience and implicit knowledge. The interfaces between the different discipline-specific processes are defined within the milestones and maturity levels. The subject matter experts from the company admitted that in theory there is more process documentation available, but it is hard to find and access within the company’s systems. They also attributed a lot of current issues to difficulties concerning process implementation, e.g. by addressing all relevant stakeholders. Although company 1-E, like company 1-D is a volume producer of appliances with comparatively short product lifecycles, the less pronounced process orientation than in company 1-D is noticeable.

The subject matter experts from company 1-B and 1-C explicitly described the EDP as a “map” that serves to establish the boundary conditions for the project specific processes. However, while in a concluding workshop, all attending experts agreed that EDPs need to be adapted to a company’s and project’s requirements (such as e.g. different product divisions within a company); there was no discernible method applied to support the tailoring of the standard processes for different company-specific and project-specific boundary conditions.

**Study 2**

Study 2 investigated the process orientation in start-up companies in Germany. It showed a very diverse picture, which can be attributed to the very nature of start-ups: They are mostly driven by an initial, single idea that needs to be fleshed out. This takes priority over other managerial aspects such as process and project management. As some interview partners mentioned, due to this context, there is only a limited number of repeatable steps (if any) that merits the definition of processes early on. A common topic among the start-ups interviewed is the propensity towards agile methodologies, such as SCRUM, also for mechanical engineering (mentioned by 5 interview partners). However, two interview partners (2-H and 2-N) also mentioned that they faced issues with SCRUM as soon as larger projects and interdisciplinary aspects came into play, on the one hand, due to the involvement of mechanical engineering, and, on the other hand, due to efficient communication with the customer about his requirements. This fact is corroborated by [7]. Two companies used a design methodology developed by the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology as a basis (SPALTEN Model, cf. [2]). Another form of input is the mimicry of existing EDPs from larger companies, or the purchase of external consultancy services.

Among the reasons for defining an EDP are a number of external drivers. Investors, customers and the general need for certification (e.g. ISO 9001) were mentioned by 5 interview partners as main drivers for EDP definition. Company 2-K is just in the process of creating a more useful description of their process that can be used for future improvement. The main internal driver mentioned is the increase in personnel involved in product development and the need to manage and coordinate the necessary activities.

Further challenges in the EDP have been attributed to the late phases (2-N): This contains the documentation of the project and the continuous improvement of the associated EDP, due to a lack of structure within the documentation as well as the fact that projects follow each other without much pause for reflection. Also, the individual projects vary highly, e.g. in terms of the percentage of constituent disciplines involved: Projects with a high amount of mechanical engineering are different when compared to projects that mostly concern the development of electronic components or plain software.

**Case study**

When faced with the task of defining an EDP, the engineers in the case study quickly realized that they did not have any means of support available to map and define their own process. A central process management department does exist, but this department only takes over the final modeling efforts when the developed process is already complete for integration in the company’s overall EDP. The process in question needs to be highly flexible in order to react to different internal and external influences, such as varying stakeholders. These might have different requirements regarding the process, e.g. different points of delivery of the product (delivery of a concept vs. delivery of a complete plant). Also, another problem is the potentially long time for process completion, which can result in information- and knowledge-deterioration over time concerning the initial concept. This was attributed to an insufficient degree of formalization of the process because e.g. necessary documents and repositories to be created and used have not been defined before. As part of the case study, a literature review has been conducted in order to identify approaches that would support the mapping and modeling of knowledge-intensive EDP. However, the literature review revealed a surprising lack of support in this field. To address this issue,
methods from business process management have, consequently, been investigated and adapted in order to support the efforts. Appropriate workshops and interviews have been planned and conducted in order to map the current process. However, there was considerable uncertainty about the most effective and efficient sequence in which these workshops and interviews should be conducted. The case study is ongoing at the time of writing.

Workshop Observations

Lastly, we observed a workshop within a SME specifically tasked with the design of an EDP for the development of new products. This workshop was conducted with 25 people attending over two days. As basis for the discussion, a former version of the process was used, developed by a consulting agency. This process was developed about 5 years prior but never used. During the workshop, three groups were formed, discussing the process in terms of applicability and responsibility of the individual activities from different perspectives (project management, engineering/testing and quality/manufacturing). It was realized that the presented process could not represent all eventualities that might occur when conducting different projects. Furthermore, there was a lack of shared understanding concerning common concepts such as the definition of prototype stages. Hence, further difficulties arose since there was a lack of awareness as to what other groups’ requirements for the process might be, slowing down the overall progress and diminishing the eventual result of the workshop. The objective, scope and integration of the overall process within the company’s process architecture were not fully defined. Thus, it remained unclear for a number of participants when the process should be applied and what it needs to entail. Eventually, after the two-day workshop, a high-level process was defined, consisting of generic phases (such as “concept development”) and a tentative definition of milestones, where e.g. the status of prototypes has been generically defined.

C. Implications for research

As evidenced by the previous section, the general issues identified in the literature (section IV) are largely corroborated by the experiences from practice. Therefore, we draw the following conclusions concerning issues related to the development and management of EDPs:

First and foremost, we identified a lack of methodology concerning certain activities, such as mapping, defining and modeling company-specific EDPs in practice. This is complicated by a number of factors: For example, process-related activities do not get the attention necessary (e.g. in terms of resources). Furthermore, such endeavors take a long time and are of an iterative nature, hence, over the course of that time, knowledge drain, in the form of changing roles and individuals, is obvious. Also, the usefulness of EDP models is often not perceived as such in practice. The distinction between process models representing the current and desired state is also not always respected. A prominent pattern we identified is the following: Single individuals or a group define and model an EDP, which represents a mixture of current practices and the desired state. The process model is then initially introduced and tested in pilot projects, often facing resistance from other stakeholders (e.g. due to the mix of current and desired state) and a lack of flexibility due to different project environments which have not been considered at the outset of the project. Hence, we identified a second issue: The developed EDP models do not offer the flexibility needed for planning and executing engineering design projects with different boundary conditions, i.e. the “tailorability” of EDPs is insufficient and the tailoring activity is insufficiently supported. While highly flexible approaches, such as agile methodologies do work well for software engineering and within the confines of smaller and contained organizational units (e.g. startups or secluded teams), they quickly face limitations when applied to larger companies in an interdisciplinary context, due to more complex organizational and process structures. In the context of larger projects, project managers instead should be made aware of the available possibilities of tailoring the company-specific EDP available within the confines of the process definition in the company, in order to react to expected or unexpected influences.

VI. DISCUSSION AND PROPOSITION OF A METHODOLOGY FOR EDP DESIGN

A. Overview: A Methodology to design flexible and adaptable EDPs

Extrapolating from the issues mentioned earlier, we propose the development of a methodology specifically designed to the requirements posed by the development of usable interdisciplinary, flexible, and adaptable EDPs. We derive the need for such a methodology based, on the one hand, on the importance of EDPs in practice as artifacts supporting the efforts of coordination, communication, continuous improvement, and knowledge management, and, on the other hand, due to the empirically identified deficits concerning the development and handling of EDPs in companies. As we have investigated in the empirical studies, approaches from the field of business process management are often applied in the context of EDP. While these approaches surely yield results, they also often result in inflexible and, over time, unwieldly processes. Hence, in this case tailoring a proposed methodology specifically needs to address aspects from the later phases in the process lifecycle. This is expected to further bridge the gap from process to project management, and improve the management of EDPs in practice. The methodology needs to be supported by the appropriate methods and tools, a point that will be addressed in further research. Such methods are e.g. a classification scheme for engineering design projects. The currently envisioned methodology is presented in Figure 3. The proposed methodology extends traditional “top-down”
process definition methodologies by applying a “bottom-up” analysis of project characteristics, project processes and influencing factors.

Hence, the objective of the methodology is to support the identification and assessment of organizational as well as project-related boundary conditions and influencing factors. These are subsequently used in order to identify possibilities as well as limitations for subsequent project-specific tailoring of the standard EDP, i.e. degrees of freedom and limitations for tailoring. The elicited and subsequently formalized (e.g. in the form of tailoring rules) additional knowledge can then be used to support a project manager in tailoring the EDP to specific needs. Due to the complex nature of engineering design projects and the need for dynamic reaction capabilities, a fully automated software to do this seems undesirable. Instead, the support should help prepare the decision-making of a project manager by making available options more transparent and enable him to “navigate” the solution space available for process tailoring.

To summarize, the application of the methodology should provide project and process managers with an increased understanding concerning process flexibility and tailoring options, help identify measures that can be taken in order to tailor interdisciplinary EDP and formalize this knowledge, as well as support the evaluation of the flexibility an EDP offers.

The methodology hence combines the traditional “top-down”-approach of process definition and modeling with a retrospective “bottom-up” analysis approach focused on organizational and project-specific boundary conditions. In the following section, the constituent elements of the methodology will be explained in more detail. Accordingly, a research agenda will be developed in order to flesh out the methodology.

B. Necessary constituent elements and derived research agenda

For the general methodology as well as some methods that will be used as a part of it (e.g. workshops, interviews etc.), we can draw from approaches previously developed for the development of business processes (e.g. [6]). However, these approaches need to be updated and adapted to support the development of flexible EDPs. Consequently, certain steps need to be included in order to address aspects such as the project-nature of engineering design work. The individual steps of the proposed methodology will be further detailed next.

Step 1 - Preparation

The first step serves as preparation for the rest of the methodology. Hence, first the system border, i.e. the process or process phase (Planning, Concept Development,
Step 2 - Information acquisition

The next step after preparation concerns the acquisition of information and the identification of defining influencing factors on organizational and project-level.

The acquisition of the necessary project information needs to be planned in order to ensure its effectiveness and efficiency, since relevant data is often distributed in different systems within the company (e.g. by comparing the quality of the available project data with the effort necessary to acquire it). To support this, an appropriate method needs to be developed in order to methodically fill the elements, relationships and attributes of the EDP meta-model with adequate data. In order to do this, approaches from the domain of structural complexity management will be investigated (cf. [33]). The first step of the actual acquisition is to generate an overview of current and completed projects within the scope set in the preparation step. The projects are then categorized according to their project characteristics (e.g. innovativeness, involved risk, stakeholders, and defining boundary conditions) in order to identify average projects as well as outliers and to enable process designers to choose the most relevant projects to be considered next in order to reduce effort. The criteria for relevance can, for example, be derived from the process goal defined in step 1, e.g. by defining a process for projects with a very high degree of innovativeness. To support this, a list of generic project characteristics needs to be compiled first. The next step is then to acquire more detailed information about the identified projects, according to the scope set in step 1, such as documents generated, activities conducted, individuals involved, schedules, critical decisions, project changes, etc. in order to allow a comparison of different projects (or rather, project-level processes). In order to perform this activity, existing methods to acquire project information, e.g. from the domain of data mining, need to be investigated.

In parallel, the identification and classification of influencing factors with impact on the EDP is necessary. Influencing factors can be internal or external to the organization in question. In order to conduct a structured identification of external influencing factors, the context model developed by [30] can be applied, which considers factors from the domains technology/knowledge, socio economics, politics/legislation and resources. For project-specific influencing factors, [27] have synthesized a list of “tailoring criteria” for software projects. For this task in step 2, it is important to further consolidate the process-influencing factors originating from the different levels (cf. Figure 2), concretize the existing influencing factors (e.g. through clustering and hierarchization) and make them applicable in practice, e.g. through the development of checklists or questionnaires. The result is a reusable list of types of influencing factors with classification criteria that can be applied in practice, support companies in identifying them and, subsequently, reduce uncertainty concerning the impact of influencing factors on the EDP.

Step 3 - Analysis/Diagnostics

Within the third step of the methodology, on the one hand, the need for flexibility is derived from the categorized influencing factors (e.g. different documents for different project types, such as simplified requirements documents for variant development as compared to extensive requirements documents for platform development). On the other hand, the potential for flexibility is derived from the current state, i.e. which justified differences between different projects do exist? To pick up the previous example, different variants of the same basic requirements document might exist due to a reason, e.g. because of different risk profiles of projects. This step aims at retrospectively identifying such discrepancies between projects. Another important factor is also the frequency with which certain identified project types are conducted within the company, in order to prioritize the associated efforts.

Both perspectives are subsequently compared and evaluated in terms of where planned flexibility within the EDP is desired or whether further process standardization is more beneficial. The derived knowledge is further formalized with the intent of using and reusing it in the future, e.g. in the form of rules.

Step 4 - Modeling

Within the modeling step, the standard EDP of the company is being modeled or adapted based on the findings of the previous steps. Further, the identified tailoring knowledge is modeled, e.g. in the form of rules (If … then …) and integrated in or linked with the model of the standard process. In order to achieve this step as well as the previous one, a thorough understanding of the concept of flexibility within EDPs has to be developed and conceptualized in a meta-
model. Therefore, based on a thorough literature review, existing tailoring models will be analyzed and adapted to the domain of interdisciplinary engineering design. It is further important to investigate existing process modeling techniques applied in the domain of EDP management in order to derive a meta-model with the extended capability to accommodate the tailoring perspective. Extensive work has previously been done on the formulation of EDP meta-models, as evidenced by e.g. [28] and [11].

Step 5 - Tailoring
This step addresses the actual tailoring of a standard process into a project-specific process conducted by the individual responsible for carrying it out, e.g. the project manager. Within this step, the project manager is supplied with the identified, formalized, and documented tailoring knowledge. He or she is thus able to make informed decisions about the available and necessary tailoring options, conduct adequate tailoring operations, and document them in turn for accountability and traceability. This is especially important since more than one tailoring operation may be applicable in a certain context and trade-off considerations need to be made, e.g. the decision to omit the creation of certain documents or to include more resources in order to finish a project in time. This enables the further analysis and refinement of the tailoring rules, such as thorough analysis of the frequency with which tailoring rules are applied. Through such a feedback loop and the added transparency due to the documentation of tailoring decisions, the continuous learning process should be improved.

To achieve this step, a form to consistently document and present the identified tailoring knowledge (i.e. the tailoring rules) is necessary, e.g. in the form of lists or – preferably – a database system.

Step 6 - Consolidation
The last element of the methodology represents the optional further consolidation of the identified flexibility needs on the level of organizational standard processes. This supports a more long-term perspective on the EDP, enabling roadmapping and planning future changes.

This step uses the output prepared by the preceding steps: Based on the organizational and project-level influencing factors, stable conditions can be identified and consolidated to form the basis for the definition of specific EDP variants for different product departments or company sites or other often-repeating boundary conditions. Another possibility is the definition of enclosed process modules based on frequently recurring combinations that can then be used to tailor project-specific processes with reduced effort.

VII. CONCLUSION

A. Summary
As can be seen from the literature review and the empirical studies, the design of EDPs is not an easy task. Developing and introducing processes takes a long time and the processes need to be implemented and evaluated in a number of projects in order to work out problems before they can be deemed fully implemented. Also, EDPs in practice are subject to frequent changes and redesigns. Due to the requirements posed, they need to support communication within an organization but also be flexible in order to react to different challenges. Modern approaches such as agile methodologies tend to work only in smaller organizations and face limitations when applied in larger and more complex environments. Standard EDPs within organizations need to be tailored to project-specific boundary conditions on a regular basis, yet this activity is largely unsupported in practice, as evidenced by literature and empirical studies presented in this paper. Since EDP-specific approaches are lacking, companies rely on approaches from the field of business process management which, while yielding results, nonetheless, are not fully appropriate for EDP development, due to the requirements of engineering design, such as its highly iterative and complex nature as well as the need to instantiate specific projects with varying boundary conditions.

In order to solve these issues, in this paper we propose a methodology to support the definition of company-specific flexible and adaptive (i.e. tailorable) EDP. The proposed methodology combines traditional top-down process development with a bottom-up analysis of current and past engineering design projects within a company. It takes into account the necessary systematic identification of organizational as well as project-specific influencing factors that impact an organization’s EDP on standard- and project-specific levels. That way it contributes to the identification of needs and possibilities (i.e. degrees of freedom and limitations) for process flexibility and adaptivity within the context of project-specific tailoring. The methodology contributes to a better understanding and more transparency concerning process flexibility, adaptability and tailoring within a company. This in turn enables more conscious and better informed decision-making at the hand of project managers. This should result in a faster and more consistent reactive capability when conducting tailoring activities and further enable a continuous learning process. With the increased transparency and more structured tailoring knowledge available as a result of applying the methodology, an improvement concerning the flow of feedback of tailoring knowledge from project-level to standard process-level seems reasonable: The higher explicitness concerning tailoring activities enables a qualitative and quantitative assessment of tailoring activities and the tailoring effort spent.

B. Discussion of the methodology and outlook
At this point it shall be explicitly mentioned that the presented research is a work in progress, and no ready-to-use methodology or framework has been developed so far in any case. The proposed methodology has so far been discussed with a number of subject matter experts from the domain of EDP management in order to assess its basic
understandability, feasibility and the expected benefit. The methodology is not meant to replace existing approaches for mapping, defining and modeling EDPs, but to complement them instead. The proposed methodology is focused on investigating structural process properties and influencing factors that can be qualitatively or quantitatively described or measured. Further intangible aspects, such as company culture, psychological, and sociological effects, are currently beyond the scope of the methodology. At this point, the steps of the presented methodology will form a guideline for further research activities, such as thorough literature reviews. Accordingly, a research agenda for detailing the individual steps has been presented along with the description of the steps in section VI-B. Next, the individual steps will be further detailed as described in this research agenda. Additionally, the overall methodology will be continuously scrutinized, assessed for consistency and applicability, and adapted, if necessary. For example, an adaptation of the methodology to support specific application cases, such as the new development of an EDP (“process synthesis”) or the analysis and rework of an existing EDP is conceivable. Moreover, a number of further case studies as well as use cases for evaluation of the methodology are in preparation with companies, especially, within the size of SMEs. Further extensions of the methodology to address other activities of the process lifecycle are also conceivable, such as addressing aspects regarding the implementation of EDPs within the organizational context.
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